Being a Catalyst for Social Evolution by Following Your Compass of Joy
Facilitated By: Deborah L. Trueheart

In this time of social, political, economic and environmental crisis we are called to bring forth that which is ours to do. We are invited to view crisis as an evolutionary driver toward the birth of our creative genius. In this interactive, co-creative workshop join us as we explore how the vital impulse of Life is felt as desire for freedom and full expression of divine intent in acts that can heal and evolve our world. Explore how to tap into your compass of joy and discover your deepest calling.

What is it you were born to do/be?
What gifts do you bring to the world?

Discover a new model of social activism
Accessing the Inner Sanctuary and Essential Self
Access Innate Body Wisdom
Stand on solid ground in a changing world
The role of breakdown in the process of evolution
Creativity, Movement, Play
Tools to find passion and purpose

About Deb Trueheart:
Nationally known consultant, coach, writer, artist, motivational speaker, change agent, spiritual midwife, and visionary leader, Deb has devoted the past 20 years to the study of psychology, holism, metaphysics, process therapy, applications of quantum science, spirituality, the healing process, and evolution of consciousness. She is committed to helping shift mental health practices from a disease model to a wholeness/wellbeing-based model. Currently she is enrolled in the Agents of Conscious Evolution training with Barbara Marx Hubbard. Deb is available for private sessions

For more information: Deborah Louise Trueheart
508-843-6349 debtrueheart@gmail.com